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1: Lament in the Ministry: Public, Pastoral, Personal - Let's Talk
Lament takes the brokenness of human experience into the heart of God and demands that God answer." It encourages
authentic engagement with God, which is a prerequisite to actually being in relationship with Him.

Michael Card and Calvin Seerveld on biblical lament in worship Lament is an essential ingredient of honest
faith, but what does biblical lament look or sound like in real congregations? A feature story exploring how
Christians can bring their pain to God in worship. College experiences doused him in the disconnect between
what Christians are and what they yearn for. He says that bringing sorrow and suffering to God in worship
must start with the preached word. Such worship works only in community, not isolation. Preaching lament
Think of lament as an essential ingredient of honest faith. Card recalls a sermon in which his mentor went
through a list of sins that sounded uncomfortably familiar. Our pastor sort of took that away. He made you feel
the weight of sin and pretty helpless. There was this big sighing in the congregation. People almost rushed the
table. The pastor made us realize that we had absolutely no right coming to that table. It encompasses pain,
hurt, confusion, anger, betrayal, despair, and injustice. It goes beyond your personal relationships to consider
how all creation groans to be restored to God. Like Card, you may recall certain funerals as either dismal or
shining examples of lament. The funeral for a relative, whom Card describes as a brilliant doctor, still rankles.
The tears were getting wiped away before anyone had a chance to weep. Though not many people had known
her well, there was a huge turnout in her Missionary Baptist Church. The best answer we had was to show up.
Yet it takes courage, and faith, to move from conceptual agreement that lament belongs in worship to actually
groaning with fellow believers. Worship songs, prayers, liturgies, sermons, visuals, and testimonies can leave
room to admit imperfection and weep with those who weep. Lament is not about psychology, about getting
things off your chest. The parents across the church aisle had no comment when reporters turned up at their
door. Other church members had plenty to say though not to those parents about their son who died in a drug
deal gone sour. Nevertheless, worship proceeds as usual with a twenty-minute praise music set and rousing
sermon. And you have no idea how to show solidarity with Christians who feel so solitary in their pain. When
offered in genuine humility and trust, lament in worship need not be the last word. Building a thesaurus of
psalms As a church elder doing home visits, Seerveld often learned about private troubles. His long academic
career includes teaching philosophy and aesthetics, translating Scripture, writing books and songs, and leading
worship workshops. After September 11, , when church leaders in the U. Good ones to start with are psalms
13, 22, 39, 51, 56, and Build up a thesaurus of favorite psalms. Building a library of congregational psalms
might include: At that funeral, Seerveld drew words from Psalms, 2 Kings, and the gospels to ask why God let
his friend suffer such painful cancerâ€¦and how his friend went through the shadow of death certain that the
Good Shepherd would not run away. Lament has to be genuine, germane, real to circumstances. Genuine
lament in worship depends on trust. Genuine lament will be scarce till you have close-knit trust with God and
brothers and sisters in the Lord. Genuine lament also requires humility. Does lament lead to praise? Biblical
lament is not complaint that goes nowhere. Seerveld sees lament and praise as more intertwined. As an
example, he recalls serving as homilist for a conference of organists in New York. According to John D. Start
a Discussion Making room for lament in worship: David leaped for joy before the ark of the covenant and
poured out praise, anger, and questions in his psalms. Ezra led returned exiles in public mourning. Jesus wept
in sorrow and frustration. Which ideas or anecdotes in these stories ring true or strike a false note for you? In
which parts of your church calendar or weekly order of worship could you most easily make room for lament?
What obstacles might you face? Which first steps will you try? Did you catalog the songs used most often in
your worship and pair them with themes from the entire book of psalms, including psalms of lament,
confession, or anger? If so, how did you help worshipers understand and process these raw emotions? Which
methodsâ€”including public Scripture reading, music, sermon discussions, drama, visual arts, renewed
sacramental practicesâ€”have worked best for designing worship that frees people to drop their masks and
share their needs with each other and God? The external links from this site are provided for your convenience
and are not necessarily endorsed by the Calvin Institute of Christian Worship.
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2: Pouring Out Your Heart in Lament to God - Prayer Help
The heart of The Ministry of Lament addresses the relationship between bereavement and the Christian faith in the
service of caring ministry. Throughout the book, Fowler brings the psalms of lament into dialogue with a contemporary
understanding of mourning so that the entire grief process can be addressed theologically.

Public, Pastoral, Personal Lament in the Ministry: Kubler-Ross used to say about death and dying. It happens
to everyone else but not to me. So it is with tragedy and lament in the ministry. Things happen in other
communities, but not here; things happen to other pastors but not to me. And then it happens. Most Americans
are not practiced at lament. Most pastors are acquainted with grief in others and grief as part of the natural
cycle of life. I was late for an appointment with my family physician, a member of the congregationI was
serving in Littleton, Colorado, on April 20, We took monthly walks around a lake next toColumbine High
School. On the fateful Columbine day I was driving in front ofthe school when I noticed a police car. Then I
noticed hundreds of teenagers jumping a fence across from the high school. By the time I reached the doctor at
the local library on the other side of Clement Park, which lies in between,ambulances and other sirens were
picking up in volume. It was about I suggestedthat we find out what was happening at the school, as the
doctor had a son inattendance. My son and daughter had both graduated from Columbine. He was adoctor; I
was wearing clerics; I thought we could be of some use. I suggested that we not go any further. We went back
to the car, called our church about a mile away, and learned that his son had run there and was safe. That
afternoon several pastors from the community were present at the library where children first gathered who
could not make it home. Another pastor and I wound up at Leawood Elementary School where parents and
their children were reunited. Later the school system had an army of counselors brought in to be with parents.
Some families were not reunited until late in the afternoon, as the children were locked in closets and
classrooms in the high school while water sprinklers went off, bells rang and their imaginations went wild.
The drama of Coach Sanders dying while looking at pictures of his children was played out. Students holding
compresses against his bullet holes were forced to leave by the SWAT teams who brought no paramedics with
them. Those courageous teenagers later felt guilty that they had abandoned the popular coach to die. We met a
huge policeman from my congregation who said that no one was going into the school because there were
bombs. He was angry that SWAT teams stayed outside the school for four or five hours before going in. He
had sons atColumbine. Why were they holding back? As it turned out, Dylan Klebold and EricHarris had
killed themselves almost five hours before. Police departments did not have a common radio frequency and
coordination was difficult. People will be coming tonight. The sheriff was not a professional and information
was confusing, exaggerated and often wrong for the next few days. At my church all the pews were gone for
refinishing, as we were at the end of a 1. Where do we go? What do we do? What am I to say? I knew we had
to have the Eucharist available. We had to have something tangible, comforting, familiar. I recalled a book on
my shelf with Holocaust prayers and liturgies. I found one liturgy that was useful with minor changes, and
asked my secretary to reproduce it quickly. Folding chairs were set up in the sanctuary. I was setting up the
altar, thinking of hymns, and trying to figure out what to say when an interesting young man whom I had
confirmed a couple of years before called me over. The friend with him had purple spiked hair. Day after day,
week after week, month after month you are picked on, then you finally go over the edge. He lived next door
to the Klebolds and saw police and reporters at the house. He is a geophysicist and gifted as an artist. Sue
Klebold is Jewish, from a leading family in Ohio. She is gracious, warm and very caring. The priest and I were
friends. The Presbyterian pastor and I were asked to speak. Members of the county school board, the principal,
and the overwhelmed superintendent also spoke. Faculty, parents, students, reporters,and police filled the large
church with others outside. I was last to speak. I said something like the following: The weeks and months,
maybe even years ahead will be painful. Lawyers will keep this alive far beyond a point of healing. There will
be a search for a target to blame. That may not happen. But I do know this, God raises up and God will raise
up this community. That is a promise. Crisis junkies from all over the country showed up. Counselors,
legitimate and not so legitimate, were present. Evangelicals preyed on mourning students, telling them to trust
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Jesus and they would feel better. The county sheriff issued bizarre and erroneous statements. It took a few
days before body counts of the dead were accurate. A policewoman from my congregation had to crawl
through bloody water to help find expended shells. Bombs were discovered and destroyed. One large bomb, if
detonated, would have killed hundreds of students hiding in a room above it. Fortunately the timer was
defective. Lights in the school stayed on all night for months because it was a crime scene. A window with a
bullet hole in it and blood running down was visible from the street for weeks. On the Thursday two days after
the shooting I conducted the funeral for a year-old young woman who had died of copper poisoning. The
pressure of scores of young people grieving for their friend, combined with the Klebold funeral on Saturday,
added to my eventual numbness. OnThursday, April 22, Tom Klebold called and asked for help. Would I do a
funeral for his son? It was to be a private, secret affair, with a few trusted friends. The media circus had begun,
and Tom, on the best of days, is a private person. Almost seventeen years before I had been asked to do a
funeral for a non-member thirty-year-old who died gay, alcoholic, drug addicted, stabbed and left in a gutter in
a city far away. I had thought the parents would be relieved at his death. For that funeralI had used II Samuel
That would be my text for this funeral as well. I sent my wife with another Lutheran pastor to the funeral on a
circuitous route. I wanted them there as a reality check. I was becoming overloaded emotionally. I went with a
Denver policeman in case I ran into reporters. Upon arrival at the funeral home I met Tom Klebold and his
other son Byron. We were formal with each other, but he was grateful for my presence. She came into my
arms and sobbed and shook. I held her, but could feel nothing, as I was numb with overload. Dylan lay in the
casket surrounded with Beanie Babies. A family lawyer came. Long-time friends arrived; one couple was from
my church. As I walked into the incredibly tension-filled room, I knew that the service I had prepared was not
appropriate. Who wants to begin? Another said what great parents the Klebolds were. The family from my
church related how great it was to have Dylan at their house and how he wrestled with their son. All we have
in the house is a BB gun to shoot the woodpeckers.
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3: Bringing Our Pain to God: Michael Card and Calvin Seerveld on biblical lament in worship
book, The Ministry of Lament: Caring for the Bereaved. I am calling the ministry of caring for the bereaved in the
congre-gational setting, the ministry of lament.

Responding to Injustice with Lament [Prayer Resource] December 05, By Andy Kim In the wake of the grand
jury decisions in Ferguson and Staten Island, our nation, our cities and our churches have erupted in protest,
unrest and division. We are living it. In the midst of all our different experiences, what is the response for
those who are committed to multiethnic ministry? There is even an entire book devoted to lament
Lamentations, anyone? Check out Psalms 10, 13, 22, 39, 44, 51, 56, 60, 74, 79, 80, 85, 90, 92, 1 Samuel
Lament is not despair. It is not whining. It is not a cry into a void. Lament is a cry directed to God. It is the
prayer of those who are deeply disturbed by the way things are The journey of reconciliation is grounded in
the practice of lament. Author, pastor and theologian Soong-Chan Rah suggests that as the church in America,
the answer is often a resounding no. The Absence of Lament In a article , Rah notes that while laments
constitute 40 percent of the Psalms, they are conspicuously absent from contemporary American worship.
How we worship reveals what we prioritize. The American church avoids lament. Consequently the
underlying narrative of suffering that requires lament is lost in lieu of a triumphalistic, victorious narrative.
We forget the necessity of lament over suffering and pain. Absence makes the heart forget. When we lack the
discipline of lament, we run the risk of letting our triumphalism, our anger, our hurt, our fear or our apathy
fester inside of us and paralyze us. Biblical lament calls us to sit in the pain, to truly see the brokenness in
ourselves and in our world, and to cry out to God. How to Engage in Lament Katongole and Rice share three
helpful ways to engage in the discipline of lament: Pilgrimage, Relocation and Confession. The goal of a
pilgrim is not to solve, but to search, not so much to help as to be present. Pilgrims do not rush to a goal, but
slow down to hear the crying. As we learn to go out of our way to draw near and tarry with the pain of the
world The prayers of lament in the Psalms were public prayers, intended to be read and inserted into the
corporate life of worship It is critical that we learn to pray like this, bringing these prayers into public worship
in a way that helps us tell the truth and confess in explicit relaitonships to the brokenness of our own contexts.
Share this with your community, staff worker, pastor and leadership team. Feel free to adapt it to your own
context.
4: Ministry of Lament, The
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

5: The Ministry Of Lament | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
Our new desktop experience was built to be your music destination. Listen to official albums & more.

6: Responding to Injustice with Lament [Prayer Resource] | MULTIETHNIC MINISTRIES
For pastors and congregations, caring for those who are grieving is a very important but difficult job. Gene Fowler
believes that the church needs a theological understanding of bereavement that can inform the ministry of caring for
grieving people.

7: Finance Ministry Staff Lament Adeosunâ€™s Resignation - THISDAYLIVE
The ministry of lament: caring for the bereaved. [Gene Fowler] -- For pastors and congregations, caring for those who
are grieving is a very important but difficult job. Gene Fowler believes that the church needs a theological understanding
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of bereavement that can.

8: Prophetic Lament
Rah's Prophetic Lament is a much-needed addition to the ministry of reconciliation, a refreshing take on the book of
Lamentations and the timely call for lament in the American church." Christena Cleveland, associate professor of the
practice of reconciliation and director of the Center for Reconciliation at Duke Divinity School, author of.

9: Psalm The Prayer of Lament â€” Safe Church Context | The Network
Lament had moved into my ministry. I had to grieve a congregation that for the most part liked me and I liked them.
Having to sell my house, find another job, discard items intrinsic to our children's childhood, and move caused great
personal lament.
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